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CAM LOCK 
DIFFERENTIAL 
SHAFTS

MOD. 650 PLS

indipendent and uniform winding of 
multiple reels with different widths 

quick operations in cores/
reels loading and unloading

high winding speed easy replacement 
of friction ledges 

2 different ledges sets in 
order to friction at high or 

low tension 

no spacers 
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The cam lock differential shaft is composed 
by a series of self-expanding rings able 
to wrap independently several reels with 
different width, maintaining the same 
settled tension during the wrapping.

The self-expanding rings assembled on the 
chromium plated and grinded shell body will 
block the rigid cardboard core by expanding 
shortly on the rotating direction. 
A pneumatic rotary joint secured at the shaft 
end is adjusting the air pressure injected into 
the differential shaft. The air pressure range is 
from 0 to 6 Bar connected to the external reel 
diameter and to the settled tension. 
The differential ledges under the rings can 
be manufactured in different type of material 
according to the client’s need, therefore are 
interchangeable. 

The force of friction produced between the 
differential ledges and the self-expanding 
rings generates a perfect and independent 
reels rewinding. To get the best rewinding 
on reels you must assure that the differential 
shaft speed will be higher than the machine 
speed. The rewound reels can be easily 
re-moved by a small rotation on rewinding 
opposite direction.

The friction force generated between the 
friction strips and the self-expanding rings 
provides the perfect independent winding 
of the reels. To allow optimal winding, the 
number of rpm of the differential shaft must 
be higher than the machine speed. After 
a small rotation in the opposite direction 
to winding, the wound reels can be easily 
decharged. 

DATA SHEET * 650/PLS

CORE DIAMTER from 50 up to 300 mm

TABLE LENGTH  up to  4000 mm

 OPERATING PRESSURE 0/2 bar min. 

FEATURES 
MOD. 650 PLS 
• High performance
• Quality components
• Multiple choice for expandable elements

* The technical data are purely indicative. Contact Svecom - P.E. for customized requests




